Press release

PISA DESK
STYLISH PARTNER FOR YOUR HOME OFFICE
“Clear aesthetics, professional features,
pure solid wood. pisa combines the
modern home office with the appeal of a
natural home environment where home
and work blend perfectly into one.”
designer Kai Stania

Ergonomic, comfortable, aesthetic: the new pisa desk meets the high demands placed on a modern office companion
with a sophisticated lightness of style. This continuously height-adjustable desk allows flexible working – both sitting
and standing. The central design element of the innovative desk by TEAM 7 is the striking, diagonal metal column
with integrated lifting technology. It references the Leaning Tower of Pisa, and is a real eye-catcher compared to the
classic bases. Conically shaped legs made of solid wood, which – inspired by traditional knife handles – provide stable
support and are connected to the lifting column with durable metal-wood joints. On top lies the 25 mm thick table top
made of solid wood, which gets its slender appearance from the bevelled edges. This makes pisa wonderful to combine with other TEAM 7 furniture ranges and it blends perfectly into any living ambience. In addition to its appearance,
the desk is also impressive in terms of ergonomics: it can be adjusted to any height from 67 to 115 cm, adapts to individual needs with millimetre precision and can be enjoyed both sitting and standing. A key switch, which also serves as
a child safety lock, can be used to turn the height-adjustable function both on and off. A particularly clever reminder
function encourages the user to stand up during longer periods of desk work. Thanks to clever cable management,
pisa keeps your desk in order. All cables can be stored in a barely visible, easily accessible cable channel. This has
an integrated 6-way power socket which supplies all the electricity for the desk with just one outgoing cable. Cables
from permanently installed devices disappear elegantly through a flush-fitted, magnetic cable outlet in the table top
in the cable channel; an optional media flap, also flush-fitted, is available for mobile end devices. This can be opened
with a touch and is equipped with a dual power socket and two USB ports (USB A and USB C). Need more storage
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space? TEAM 7 offers an optional desk drawer for the pisa desk as well as a top unit that includes a storage shelf for
office essentials and optional lighting. The back panel wraps gently around the sides, and the cockpit feeling encourages concentrated work. It is available in all TEAM 7 fabric and leather colours, so that you can coordinate it with the
TEAM 7 chairs and the pisa desk pedestal.

pisa desk for comfortable working while seating or standing

pisa desk

pisa desk with top unit and drawer, pisa desk
pedestal and lui plus office swivel chair
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